
Abstract-- A new method of detecting and evaluating
muscle fatigue for FES control wa proposed in this study.
The method uses M-waves evoked by double pulses with
various inter-pulse intervals which are made by
additional pulses inserted into a stimulus pulse train. M-
waves from the vastus lateralis and the isometric muscle
force at the ankle joint were measured with three healthy
subjects when the vastus lateralis was stimulated at
supra-maximum amplitude or the maximum amplitude
that subjects can bear the stimulation. We found that the
peak-to-peak amplitude of M-wave, which was evoked by
the stimulus pulse just after the double pulse, decreased
more than that by the stimulus pulse just before the
double pulse. The peak-to-peak amplitude of M-wave
evoked by the second pulse of double pulse decreased
sharply as inter-pulse intervals (IPI) of double pulse was
decreased. The results suggested that the method of using
double pulses with various inter-pulse intervals has the
ability to detect and evaluate muscle fatigue in more
detail.

Index Terms-- muscle fatigue, M-wave, FES, double pulse

I. INTRODUCTION
Muscle fatigues rapidly when it is activated artificially by

electrical stimulation. Muscle fatigue is one of the major
problems in clinical applications of FES. For example, in
restoring lower motor functions, muscle fatigue makes
unstable FES-induced motion putting patients to be in danger
of falling down. Rapid muscle fatigue during FES control is
considered to be caused by the inverse size-order recruitment
of motor units, synchronized firing of them and so on. Some
methods of making orderly recruitment have been studied for
alleviating muscle fatigue during FES control, e.g., high
frequency blocking [1, 2] and quasi-trapezoidal pulse
stimulation [3, 4]. Other stimulation methods that realize
decreased muscle fatigue such as using N-let pulses have
been also studied [5]. However, those stimulation methods
have not been used practically at current clinical sites.

Recently, there are some studies of detecting muscle
fatigue during FES control using M-waves evoked by
stimulus pulses [6-9]. The information of muscle fatigue can
be used in an FES system for feedback control. However,
more detailed experimental research is required for the
methods of detecting muscle fatigue using M-waves.

This study proposes a new method of detecting and
evaluating muscle fatigue using M-wave. In this method,
additional pulses were inserted into a stimulus pulse train of
FES control with small intervals in order to make double
pulse stimulation in the stimulus pulse train at a fixed
intervals. Peak-to peak amplitude of M-wave evoked by the
stimulus pulse just after a double pulse decreased more than
that by the stimulus pulse just before the double pulse as
isometric muscle force decreased. M-waves evoked by the
additional pulses were separated from M-waves evoked by
the double pulses. Peak-to-peak amplitude of M-wave evoked
by the additional pulse decreased differently as the inter-pulse
intervals were decreased. The new method of using double
pulses with various inter-pulse intervals was found to have
the ability to detect muscle fatigue in the earlier stages and to
evaluate it in more detail.

II. METHODS
Force at the ankle joint and M-waves from the vastus

lateralis were measured  under the isometric condition with 3
neurologically intact subjects when electrical stimulation was
applied to the vastus lateralis (Fig.1). The isometric force was
measured with a strain gauge (CPU gauge 9505A, AIKOH
ENGINEERING Co., Ltd.). Surface electrodes made in our
laboratory (9cm∗6cm) were used for electrical stimulation.
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Fig.1 Experimental set up.



M-waves were measured through Ag-AgCl electrodes (E-
150, NIHON KOHDEN Corp.) and amplified by the EMG
amplifier that had a function of suppressing the artifact
caused by electrical stimulation pulses, which was developed
in our laboratory. The stimulus pulse train used in
experiments is shown in Fig.2. The pulse train included
double pulses at a fixed interval made by inserting additional
pulses. Inter pulse interval of double pulse, IPI, was selected
from 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, and 20ms. Four IPIs were maximally
included in a pulse train. Double pulse period DPP was
0.5sec. Pulse period PP was 50ms. Pulse width was 0.3ms.
Pulse amplitude was fixed at supra-maximum or the
maximum that subjects can bear the stimulation. Stimulus
pulses made by personal computer were applied to the vastus
lateralis as current stimulation through isolator (5384, NEC
SANEI Co., Ltd.). Force and M-waves were recorded by data
recorder (RD-135T, TEAC Corp.) with 48kHz sampling.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Fig. 3 shows typical measured M-waves. IPIs used in the

stimulus pulse train were 2, 3, 5, and 10ms. Arrows indicate
M-waves evoked by double pulses. Peak-to-peak amplitude
of M-wave evoked by the stimulus pulse just after a double
pulse (Vaft) decreased when IPI of the double pulse was 3, 5,
and 10ms. The decrease of Vaft was observed with all the
subjects.

Examples of Vaft and peak-to-peak amplitude of M-wave
evoked by the stimulus pulse just before a double pulse
(Vbef) are shown in Fig.4 with measured isometric force. IPIs
used were 3, 5, and 10ms in Fig.4(a) and 3ms in Fig.4(b),
respectively. Amplitudes of M-waves decreased as isometric
force decreased. Vaft decreased more than Vbef on all the
subjects. Considerable decrease of Vaft was observed with
one of three subjects as shown in Fig.4(b). Subject C showed
stronger correlation between Vaft and measured force than

between Vbef and the force. Other showed that both of Vaft
and Vbef had the strong correlation with the isometric force.
All the subjects did not show the decrease of Vaft when 1, 2

pulse width : 0.3msec
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Fig.2 Stimulus pulse train including double pulses used in
experiments.
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Fig.3 A typical result of measured M-waves (subject A). IPIs
used in the stimulus pulse train were 3, 5, and 10msec.
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Fig.4 Peak-to-peak amplitude of M-wave evoked by the stimulus pulse just before (Vbef) and after (Vaft) a double pulse
(subject B and C). Isometric force measured simultaneously was also shown in the figure.



or 20ms of IPI was used.
In the first half of stimulation in Fig.4(a) (<70sec), Vbef

and Vaft were greatly decreased, while there are no large
variations in Vbef and Vaft in the second half of the
stimulation (70sec<). The difference of decrease of M-wave
amplitude between the first half and the second one is
considered to be caused by fatigue of motor units. That is, the
followings are expected: 1) large size of motor units were
activated and fatigued in the first half and they were not
activated in the second half. 2) small size of motor units were
activated during electrical stimulation showing slight fatigue.

Decrease of peak-to-peak amplitude of M-wave was also
observed on some M-waves  for about 150ms after double
pulse stimulation. In other words, M-wave amplitude
decreased by double pulse stimulation were recovered after
about 150msec. Therefore, the decrease is considered to be
caused by fatigue or temporarily lowered muscle activity
induced by high frequency stimulation. Accumulated fatigue
induced by low frequency stimulation (20Hz in this
experimet) is not considered to be an important factor.

There was no difference between Vbef and Vaft when IPI
was 2ms or shorter and IPI was 20ms. In the case of using
2ms or shorter IPIs, additional pulses were not considered to
activate motor units because there is no significant difference

between Mdb (waveform of M-wave evoked by a double
pulse) and Mbef (waveform evoked by the stimulus pulse just
before a double pulse). Motor units are considered to be in
the refractory period within those IPIs. In the case of
IPI=20ms, M2nd (waveform of M-wave evoked by the 2nd
pulse of double pulse) was separated from the M-wave
evoked by the first pulse of double pulse. Waveforms of M-
waves evoked by each pulse of double pulse were similar to
that of Mbef. That is, it is suggested that longer IPIs could not
induce high frequency fatigue or temporarily lowered
activity.

Fig.5 shows Mbef and M2nd when IPIs in the stimulus
pulse train were 3, 5, and 10msec. The time of double pulse
stimulation from the beginning is also shown in the figure.
M2nd was calculated by subtracting Mbef from Mdb, since
the stimulus pulse just before a double pulse was considered
to be equivalent to stimulus pulses in a pulse train without
double pulses. In the middle part of Fig.5 (about 50sec from
the beginning of stimulation), M2nd disappeared after the
double pulse stimulation which had 3ms or 5ms of IPI and
amplitude of M-wave decreased compared to the waveform
in the left part of the figure (about 10sec after the beginning
of stimulation) when IPI was 10ms. However, Mbef in the
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Fig.6 Peak-to-peak amplitudes of M-waves evoked by the
stimulus pulse just before double pulse (Vbef) and that by
the 2nd pulse of double pulse (V2nd). V2nd obtained form
various IPIs were shown in the figure.
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Fig.5 Waveforms of M-wave evoked by the stimulus pulse
just before double pulse stimulation (dotted line) and that by
the 2nd pulse of double pulse (solid line) (subject B). The x-
axis shows the time from the end of the first pulse of double
pulse. The time of double pulse stimulation from the
beginning was also shown in the figure.



middle part was not changed from the waveforms in the left
part with all the IPIs used. Although amplitudes of M-waves
when IPIs were 3ms and 5ms were observed again in the right
part, Vbef of them was decreased.

Fig.6 shows Vbef and V2nd (peak-to-peak amplitude of
M2nd) obtained with various IPIs. When IPI was 10ms on all
the subjects, V2nd was nearly equal to Vbef just after
stimulus pulse amplitude was reached to the maximum. This
means that most of  the motor units in the muscle were
activated by the 2nd pulse of double pulse with IPIs used in
the experiments. V2nd decreased differently as IPI was
decreased. In the case of IPI=10ms on subject A, however,
decrease of V2nd was small and it was similar to the decrease
of Vbef. Motor units that can be activated within small IPIs
are considered to be large size motor units, while motor units
that require long pulse interval to be activated may be small
size of motor units. Therefore, various changes of V2nd
obtained with different IPIs are expected to enable us to
evaluate the degree of muscle fatigue.

V2nd obtained with small IPIs decreased sharply with
time. V2nd with large IPIs decreased gentry. The decrease of
V2nd was considered to be caused by decrease of the number
of motor units activated by the 2nd pulse of double pulse.
That is, stimulus pulse interval required to activate motor
units is considered to be elongated as muscle fatigues. The
elongation of the pulse interval is supported by: 1) V2nd
decreased sharply more than Vbef. 2) shorter IPIs decreased
V2nd sharply more than longer IPIs did. That is, fatigued
motor units were not activated by stimulus pulses with
shorter intervals, but were activated by stimulus pulses with
long intervals.

V2nd increased from about 100ms after the beginning of
stimulation, which was observed on many experimental
results. The following reasons of that were considered: 1)
fatigued motor units, which could not be activated within IPIs
shorter than or equal 10ms, recovered and were activated
again by the 2nd pulse. 2) fatigued motor units that could not
be activated by the stimulation with 20Hz of stimulus
frequency gained enough excitability by the 2nd pulse of
double pulse and they were activated.

In this paper, a possibility of detecting and evaluating
muscle fatigue using M-waves evoked by double pulses with
various IPIs was suggested. However, it is necessary to study
on force fluctuation by double pulse stimulation, examination
with paralyzed patients, a method of long time evaluation and
so on. An application to FES control also have to be studied.

IV. CONCLUSION
A method of detecting and evaluating muscle fatigue using

double pulse was proposed for FES control in this paper.
Peak-to-peak amplitude of M-wave decreased as isometric
force developed by electrical stimulation decreased. Decrease
of peak-to-peak amplitude of M-wave evoked by the stimulus
pulse just after a double pulse was observed with all the
neurologically intact subjects. Considerable decrease of Vaft
was observed with one of the subjects. Peak-to-peak
amplitude of M-wave evoked by the 2nd pulse of a double
pulse decreased differently as IPI was decreased. From these
results, it was suggest that the method of using double pulses
has the possibility of monitoring outline of muscle fatigue

such as a change of isometric force, the possibility of
detecting muscle fatigue in the early stage, and the possibility
of evaluating the degree of muscle fatigue. In conclusion, M-
waves evoked by a stimulus pulse train including double
pulses with various IPIs give us information about muscle
fatigue in more detail, although  more detailed experimental
studies are required. The method of using double pulses has
the ability to detect and evaluate muscle fatigue during FES.
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